
Dipl.-Phys. Julia UnterhinninghofenRay-wave orrespondene and extended ray dynamis in optial miroavitiesAbstratIn this work, the orrespondene between ray (based on geometri optis) and wave(based on solutions of Maxwell's equations) desriptions in a partiular type of op-tial miroavities, deformed mirodisk avities, is studied both in ases where itan be suessfully applied and in ases where it fails. For many appliations ofmiroavities, suh as laser resonators, optial modes whih have direted far �eldemission and long life-times are desirable. Unfortunately, it is in general di�ult toahieve both these goals simultanously.A speial deformed mirodisk shape that support long-lived modes with diretionalemission is presented in this work. It is a mirodisk with an elliptial ross-setionand a wavelength-sale �noth� at the boundary. The fat that long-lived modeswith diretional emission exist here an be understood with a ray model: rays whihtravel along the boundary for a long time (orresponding to so-alled �whisperinggallery� modes) eventually are sattered by the noth and re�eted to the oppositeavity boundary, whih ats like a lens and ollimates the rays in the far �eld. Thepreditions of this ray model agree well with the far �eld of the optial modes.Elliptial mirodisk avities with a noth have been fabriated experimentally byour ollaborators in Prof. Dr. Federio Capasso's group at Hardvard, who usedthem as resonators for quantum asade lasers; the ray and wave simulations of thefar �eld are ompared to the measured far �elds, and good agreement is found aswell.Ray models an be expeted to fail if the wavelength of avity modes approahesthe avity length sale; examples for this failure of ray-wave orrespondene are givenin this work. One solution for this problem, whih allows one to retain the simpliityof a ray model, is to extend the ray desription by introduing orretions to itwhih are based on the wave desription; these orretions are the Goos-Hänhenshift (GHS) and the Fresnel �ltering e�et. The alulation of suh orretionsand their inlusion in the ray desription of deformed mirodisk avities is a mainpoint of this work; the results of this extended ray dynamis are ompared to wavealulations and applied to experimentally measurable quantities suh as far �eldpatterns.As the results of the extended ray model sale with the ratio of the wavelengthorresponding to avity modes, it an not only be investigated in optial miroavi-ties, but in mirowave avities as well. This is onvenient, beause while the eletri�eld inside a miroavity an not be measured aurately with urrent tehniques,this an easily be done in mirowave avities. Suh measurements of the GHS inmirowave avities, whih have been performed during a visit to Prof. Dr. Hans-Jürgen Stökmann's group at the University of Marburg, are presented in this work.Beams with di�erent inoming angles are generated by superposition of the planewaves produed by mirowave antennas; the resulting beams are then re�eted atthe avity boundary and the GHS an be measured. The results agree well withnumerial alulations.
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